BMC is alerting users to a migration consideration for the following products:

- APPTUNE for DB2®
- SQL Performance for DB2

**Issue**

APPTUNE 11.1 introduced changes in the structure of log-file data to enhance compression rates and read/write efficiencies. Due to these changes, there are limitations to the online retrieval of data logged under APPTUNE 10.1. For example, online reports do not display SQL text that was logged under 10.1.

**Resolution**

You can access data that was logged under APPTUNE 10.1 from archive files, using either batch reporting, or online reporting using a data set or archive source.

If you have enabled archiving, the required archive files are created automatically the first time that you start the collector using APPTUNE 11.1.

If you have not enabled archiving, you can use the #DOMCOPY member of the sample library to create archives of your log files on demand. Over time, your APPTUNE 10.1 data rolls out and is replaced by 11.1 data with no limitations on online retrieval.
Where to get the latest product information

To view the latest BMC documents, see the Support Central website at http://www.bmc.com/support. Notices such as flashes, technical bulletins, and release notes are available on the website. You can subscribe to proactive alerts to receive e-mail messages when notices are issued or updated. For more information about proactive alerts, see the Support Central website.

NOTE
Access to other kinds of historical data (such as DB2 IFCIDS, MainView for DB2 accounting summary records, and Pool Advisor history records) is unaffected.

If you have questions, contact Customer Support at 1 800 537 1813 (United States or Canada) or call your local support center.